Space shuttle fuel problems shorten flight

CAPT CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) — Columbia's crew, after taking the shuttle for a brilliant return to space yesterday, was told that their five-day mission was likely to be cut — perhaps in half. The astronauts were not in danger and NASA laid plans for an landing as early as today.

A space agency spokesman explained the mission could continue beyond tomorrow "if things were looking well, a day at the time." The problem was with an electricity-producing fuel cell, but two other working lines.

In the meantime, Joe Engle and Richard Truly were expected to cram as much of the flight's exercises as possible into today's schedule.

If Columbia is called home early, it will be only the third time in 35 flights that a U.S. spacecraft has been summoned in mid-flight because of a fuel cell problem.

The fuel cell problem caused NASA to announce that it was invoking rules calling for a minimum flight of 45 hours. That word came less than seven hours after Columbia's 10:45 a.m. liftoff.

Several hours later, NASA's John Mccaskill in Houston said the problem was not that the shuttle would have to come down after 45 hours, but that the critical items would be pushed into that time frame so that the fuel cells could be repaired.

Yesterday's flight — the second text following last April's trouble-free debut — began as a spectacular miracle after a plague of pre-launch delays. The crew turned to Richard Truly, who had waited more than 15 years for his first space flight.

In the early hours of flight they were kept in a low orbit — 138 miles altitude, rather than 157 and they already had spent much of the time troubleshooting minor problems.

The Mission Control said a major one — the errant fuel cell — would force abbreviation.

As if that was not enough bad news, the water conditions for a Saturday landing were fast deteriorating at Edwards Air Force Base in California, the prime landing site.

McCauley then remained a chance the mission would be extended to a third day, or a fourth, "but the fuel cell problem is a minimum 54-hour mission." The flight had been scheduled for 124 hours.

Columbia's 950,000 test flight blasted into history, for never before had a ship of any flag tasted space a second time. Truly turned 44 yesterday and the launch crew had put a huge "happy birthday" sign over the shuttle's entry door. His traditional steak breakfast was graced with an untraditional birthday cake, decorated with the red, white and blue eagle insignia.

Their journey is officially designated by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration as STS-2 (for Space Transportation System, mission two).

"I was just walking out of my house, and I noted a young man on the right about 50 feet away," Chapman said at the U.S. Embassy after the attack. "He was wearing black clothes and a black leather jacket. He handed me a device and said, "You'd better get in your car."

"He moved to the left side of the street, walked back, turned around, looked Mideastern," shot at Chapman, 60, as he gazed at his car in the driveway.

The Foreign Ministry said Chapman recently reported he had been threatened, but that he had not accepted an offer of police protection, which will be provided from now on.

A space shuttle COLUMBIA, seen here before liftoff Thursday morning, has been plagued with troubles on its second mission. Problems with fuel cells are likely to cut the mission short. (AP Photo)

Pasquerilla East and West
Residents prepare for dedication

By MICHELE DIETZ
News Staff

If one enters Pasquerilla East or West today they will see much excitement and last minute preparation, and with due cause — November 13 and 14 mark the festivities of the dedication of the Pasquerilla residence halls.

The dedication honors Frank J. Pasquerilla, a man known for his hospitality, love of art, and to the residents of his halls, his family.

At 4 p.m. today, a Mass will be offered by Fr. Theodore Hesburgh at the Notre Dame Basilica. After the ceremony, and with due cause — November 13 and 14 mark the festivities of the dedication of the Pasquerilla residence halls.

The mistress of ceremonies at the dedication's opening party will be a resident of Pasquerilla East. Residents will be seated at tables featuring paintings by Italian masters at the dedication site.

The mistress of ceremonies at the dedication's opening party will be a resident of Pasquerilla East. Residents will be seated at tables featuring paintings by Italian masters at the dedication site.

Vending machines change lifestyle

By TIMOTHY HARP
More News Press

NEW YORK (AP) — Dianne Sauder remembers the last time she bought anything from a vending machine.

"It was, five years ago," says the 31-year-old book seller, Coch-Roth, a local book store manager. It was a landmark, and it was the last time she had a soft drink.

But Miss Sauder is unusual. She is not among the millions of Americans who chew the gum, drink the coffee, smoke the cigarettes, munch the crackers, crunch the chips or cat the candy, ice cream and cupcakes that Americans put an average of $65.59 each in vending machines last year, 150,000 coins every minute of every day.

And that is a 10 percent increase in sales of more than $13.5 billion.

That includes more than $3 billion for cigarettes, $2.7 billion for canned cold drinks, $1.1 billion for sodas and two billion for milk, as well as $1 billion for bottles cold drinks and $980 million for cold drinks in cups.

Vending machines have been around for at least 2,000 years, but it has only been in the last 20 years that Americans have come to rely on them for everything from soup to nuts, everywhere from airports to zoos.

History's earliest known vending machine dispensed holy water for a five-drachma coin in Egyptian temples around 215 B.C., and machines offered candy and cigars in this country for the turn of the century. But vending machines did not really come of their own until after World War II, when sophisticated new equipment was developed to keep machines working and from being cheated by those who had the means to do so.

There are an estimated 4 million vending machines in the United States in schools, factories, stores, even coal mines and funeral homes.

Soft drink machines on military bases and in college fraternity houses dispense beer instead of soda. But shops have machines that let after hours fishermen buy packages of fresh worms. And flower shops have machines that let wayward husbands pick up corsages to soften their homecomings after a late night out with the boys.

Arthur Yusufah, editor of Vending Times magazine, says Americans increasingly rely on the machines because they used to rely on neighborhood merchants such as the tobacco man, the flower lady, the grocer and the tobacconist.

"Today, kids all grow up with vending machines," he says. "It's natural to them."

However, he says, the nation's more than 5,000 vending machine owners and operators — from huge companies to small operators —
**News Briefs**

**By The Observer and The Associated Press**

**The Prince and Princess of Wales**

Two British cities yesterday were greeted by large crowds and lavished with teddy bears, rubber ducks and baby booties for the children they expected to arrive in October. The couple arrived by helicopter yesterday morning and visited the towns of Totnes and Truro, which have several thousand schoolchildren. The Prince of Wales was received at the Truro High School, where he was presented with a sash labeled "Happy Birthday" to the heir to the throne. During a brief walk, Diana, dressed in a loose-fitting red, black and white silk dress and green caped coat, was given a pair of white knitted booties and some baby soap by children in the crowd. "That will be very useful," she said. — AP

**When Gov. Christopher Bond went back to school as a substitute teacher for a day, he had some explaining to do about his regular job. Bond, dressed casually in a sweater and slacks, Wednesday took part in the Missouri National Education Association's Back-to-School Program. The governor and about 70 other state officials volunteered for the program aimed at giving a sense of day-to-day classroom activities to those who determine policies for public education. At Laurel Hills Elementary School, in Raytown, Mo., students got lessons in government, spelling and mathematics from the governor, who also taught first-graders at the Delmar Elementary School in St. Louis earlier in the day. — AP**

**The eleven Sioux Indian tribes of South Dakota, Nebraska and North Dakota plan to ask the federal government to establish a new national park in the Black Hills, a Sioux holy place. The proposed new park, which would be managed jointly by the Sioux and the National Park Service, would also be open to non-Indians. United Sioux Tribes Executive Director Clarence Sky said Wednesday the Sioux consider the land sacred.** — AP

**Anti-terrorism police raided a Red Brigade hideout in the fashionably prosperous quarter of Naples, Italy yesterday and arrested 15 suspected members, police said. Authorities said the hideout probably was the "prison" where terrorists held Christian Democratic politician Carlo Ciriolo for 88 days after he was kidnaped in April. Two bodyguards were shot to death during the assault. Ciriolo was released unharmed after his party réussi paid a ransom. — AP**

**John C. White, former chairman of the Democratic National Committee, is no longer being investigated in connection with a $9,300 bribe paid in 1976 to a military transport officer in the United States. Following an investigation by a federal grand jury in New York City, U.S. Attorney John S. Martin Jr. said Wednesday the office had informed White's lawyer that "as far as his client is concerned" the investigation is over and no charges will be filed. James C. Day, a former Texas legislator described by White as a "political acquaintance," received a four-year term last fall after pleading guilty to fraud in connection with a $179,000 scheme to act as a lobbyist for Libya, which was seeking the release of eight places that the U.S. refused to deliver. — AP**

**A group of residents has raised $8,900 for a bronze plaque to be placed on a four-story clock tower to replace the one that was stolen from the Amalgam, Md., city dock less than two hours after it was destroyed by a man three years ago. The plaque was restored with money raised by Italian-Americans in the United States and returned to the United States. Following an investigation by a federal grand jury in New York City, U.S. Attorney John S. Martin Jr. said Wednesday the office had informed White's lawyer that "as far as his client is concerned" the investigation is over and no charges will be filed. James C. Day, a former Texas legislator described by White as a "political acquaintance," received a four-year term last fall after pleading guilty to fraud in connection with a $179,000 scheme to act as a lobbyist for Libya, which was seeking the release of eight places that the U.S. refused to deliver. — AP**

**Police officers in Baltimore will not be getting free food and drink from local businesses anymore. What they do get will have to be paid for.**

**The Chinese government yesterday defended its new minister of foreign affairs, who has made a strong impact on Western media, and said it had nothing to do with its engagement to marry a French diplomat here. The official news agency Xinhua said the Chinese government had released a statement accusing the case of Li Shuang, sentenced to two years' re-education through labor. She was arrested in 1978, a year after the Chinese government had released statements. It was reported at the time that she violated Chinese law by living in a foreign country without permission. Miss Li was engaged to Emmanuel Bellefroid, Diplomatic sources said he had left China with her voluntarily. "We have no objection to a legitimate marriage between a Chinese citizen and a foreigner," Xinhua said. "We are sure that our French friends will and can understand China's handling of this purely internal affair." — AP

**Sunny today and a little warmer. High in the mid 50s. Mostly clear today and tonight. Low in the mid 30s. Tomorrow most-ly sunny. High in the upper 50s to low 60s. — AP**

---

**Off campus needs director**

"Gusmen rob O-C students at home."

"Security, student leaders discuss crime problem."

"O-C crime wave continues: more beatings and burglaries."

"No new director for O-C."

What do these lines have in common? They have all been headlines on the front page of The Observer over the last year, and in not the only one who feasts on the line trends to ignore the message revealed in the first line. The string has to take action on the problems facing the off-campus student.

The argument that many who live off campus fail to fall under the responsibility of the University overlooks some basics. No group of students who live off campus want to be there. Many students have to live off campus because of the lack of dorm spaces available on campus. The waiting lists to get on-campus housing could fill a few more dorms. (Don't worry, I'm not proposing the construction of a university dorm just to solve the problem.) So the problem becomes, which students are left behind. — AP

**When one of the major problems facing the O-C students and has nothing to with housing other than the housing office's ability to find the stu- dents residencies in low crime neighborhoods. Still, since the students seek low rent neighborhoods to min- imize the cost of living off campus, they are the victims of robberies, vandalism, and other crimes.**

How could a full-time campus director assist in remedying the situation?

One major way of using the full-time position would be the establishment of a rapport between the stu- dents and the South Bend Police Department. Let's face it, the hierarchy of Notre Dame would get bet- ter results in securing more police patrols in the student neighborhoods and speed- ing up investigations after a crime has occurred than a group of peon students that are leaving in a few years. In other words, money talks. What would be the harm of hiring a full-time off campus director on a trial basis? The administration could see how the students respond to the new service. If students fail to use the service, get rid of it. (They could judge it on the same basis as the Chautauqua trial plan — if the first allotment does not do the trick, deny future funding. In fact, the second $10,000 slated for use by the club could be trans- ferred to set up the director's position for next semester.)

One believes at the basis of the denial is not a ques- tion of need or cost of the service. It is the attitude of the administration toward the off-campus students — they view them as part-time students. They are Notre Dame students when they are on the campus, but when they are in their apartments they no longer exist in the minds of the administration.

Instead of using the opportunity to support the part of the "Notre Dame family" that lives off campus, the decision shows the weak and ineffective method that the administration uses to deal with the problem.

The headlines that will concern the off-campus stu- dents in the future rest with this decision by the Univer-
Reagan refuses OMB

WASHINGTON (AP) - Budget Director David A. Stockman renounced his own "poor judgment and loose talk" in what he termed a visit to President Reagan's woodshed yesterday. Stockman said Reagan rejected his offer to quit for "anything" if the president would not have faith in the program he had designed as the president's top budget planner.

Stockman said he tendered his resignation in a 30-minute White House Office meeting with a "very chartered" president, who, at the end, "asked me to stay on the team." He agreed.

He said he told the president that "I have one purpose ... and that is to dispel any notion" that he does not have faith in the administration's economic program.

"He agreed."

The president expressed his grave concern and disappointment about the issues raised by the article. He expressed particular dismay at the possibility that his administration was being pursued — or any members of his administration — might seek to mislead the American public.

"He stated unequivocally that he would not tolerate any such behavior, that the policies of this administration were being pursued — and must continue to be pursued — in good faith, on the basis of the best evidence and judgment available.

"Mr. Stockman stated that he shared the president's concern and disappointment. Notwithstanding his continuing commitment to the president's policies and programs, Mr. Stockman then offered the president his resignation.

"Following further discussions of these issues, the president decided not to accept Mr. Stockman's resignation."

The change would force the University to replace its system in order to accommodate a new billing procedure.

Bro. Ryan summed up the situation, saying "As long as that system (Bell's) stays the same, we'll stay the same."
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Master of Accountancy, that is. Whether your undergraduate background is in liberal arts, accounting, economics or any other business-related field, the master's degree in accountancy may be the best step you can take into a professional career as a CPA, financial executive or other equally challenging position.

With concentrations available in Taxation, Financial Reporting and Auditing and Managerial Accounting, Case Western Reserve's Weatherhead School of Management can prepare you for tomorrow, today. We've been teaching accountants for over sixty years in an accountant's town—Cleveland—home of one of the "Big Eight" accounting firms. Northeast Ohio is also served by all of the other seven, as well as other important local and regional firms. And Cleveland is world headquarters for dozens of publicly owned corporations, including Sohio, Eaton and TRW.

A full range of financial aid is available, including scholarships, graduate assistantships and grants-in-aid.

Whether you are interested in taxation, advisory services, computing or auditing, the Weatherhead School of Management and the Master of Accountancy program at Case Western Reserve University can prepare you for tomorrow, today. We've been teaching accountants for over sixty years in an accountant's town—Cleveland—home of one of the "Big Eight" accounting firms. Northeast Ohio is also served by all of the other seven, as well as other important local and regional firms. And Cleveland is world headquarters for dozens of publicly owned corporations, including Sohio, Eaton and TRW.

A full range of financial aid is available, including scholarships, graduate assistantships and grants-in-aid. Whether you are interested in taxation, advisory services, computing or auditing, the Weatherhead School of Management and the Master of Accountancy degree may be the right professional course for you. Call or write for more information today.

CALL OR RETURN COUPON FOR MORE INFORMATION

Master of Accountancy Program
The Weatherhead School of Management
Admissions Office, 423 Sears Library
Case Western Reserve University
Cleveland, Ohio 44106
(216) 368-2073

Please send me information and an application for the Master of Accountancy program at Case Western Reserve University's Weatherhead School of Management.

□ I would also like information on applying for financial aid.

Name:

Address:

City: State: Zip: Phone:

Current Affiliation:
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p's like Cannon to the lone guy who has a half-dozen machines he services on the way home from his regular job each night — are hard times. The increase in vending sales has not kept up with inflation in recent years. Yohalen says, because more people are out of work now. For instance, he says, vending sales in the Midwest are close to new highs as auto workers are on the job — and buying things out of auto plant vending machines.

The more business boosters, he says, the more overtime workers put in, and the more often they grab a cup of coffee or a sandwich from vending machines.

Walter Reed of the National Automatic Merchandising Association says this is where every dollar one puts into a vending machine goes: 45.5 cents for the product, 5.2 cents for operating expenses, and 2.1 cents for profit.

Those operating expenses, Reed says, go to salaries for the people who service the machines, replace parts or meals for machines, insurance, service vehicles, warehouse and garage space, taxes and corporate overhead.

Typically, he says, the owner of the building gets more money from a machine just for allowing it on the premises than the owner of the machine does for installing, stocking and servicing it.

Reed also notes that industry surveys show that vending machines function correctly about 98 percent of the time, and few people actually kick or pound on recallable machines.

However, Reed concede a certain amount of contestation among vending moguls who recently gathered for an industry conference at a Jackson Hole, Wyo., hotel, where the soft drink machine outside their conference room clearly showed the dents of a sharp and angry cowboy boot.

Reed also admits there is widespread belief that people resent vending machines because they are so impersonal, but he says preliminary results of an industry survey show the opposite.

"People expressed an idea, novel to us, that they like vending machine food service because it lets them get away from other people when they're eating," he says. "You're not obligated to sit down with someone and shout the breeze."

But Martha Mapes, a nutrition specialist at Cornell University, says people who consistently buy food from vending machines and cat alone are missing the "sociability" of eating with other people. She says they also eat more quickly, while studies have shown it is better for nutrition and dietary habits to eat slowly.

Ms. Mapes says her biggest concern, however, is not about vending machines but about the "junk food" in them — foods high in fat, sugar, salt and caffeine.

In places where vendors have replaced candy with granola bars and cupcakes with whole wheat sandwiches, she says, sales have actually gone up, not only because they are healthier foods but also because they are willing to pay more for them.

... Attack

White House deputy press secretary Larry Speakes said in Washington the president has no information on the identity of the attackers.

But Gaig told the House Foreign Affairs Committee that Khadafy could have been behind the attack.

"We do have repeated reports coming to us from reliable sources that Mr. Khadafy has been funding, sponsoring, training, harboring terrorist groups who conduct activities against the lives and well-being of American diplomats and facilities," Haig said.

"I think it underlines once again the urgency of dealing with this problem (Khadafy) in an effective, prudent but unequivocal way."

But Haig made clear he had no specific evidence linking Khadafy with the attack, just his suspicion.

... Halls

continued from page 1

She added. "We’ve had a lot of help. We’ve worried a lot over small details, but we just want to make sure everything is perfect." The preparations began September 18. Mrs. Geary commented on the residents’ enthusiasm, saying "there is an aura of excitement. The girls are realizing what a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity this is."
Vietnam veteran VA hospital admits hostage taker

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — A Muncie man who held six newspaper employees hostage to protest media treatment of Vietnam veteran was admitted to a Veterans Administration hospital for psychiatric treatment yesterday, one day after he was denied admittance to another VA hospital.

Jay Stader, 32, of Muncie, a Vietnam veteran, was admitted to the Muncie VA hospital, hospital officials said.

On Wednesday, however, Stader was denied admittance to the Indianapolis VA facility, but was offered outpatient treatment, a physician said.

Stader was arrested for holding six employees of Muncie Newspapers Inc. at gunpoint for over an hour to protest treatment of Vietnam veterans. None of the hostages were injured.

After being released on $25,000 bond from Delaware County Jail Wednesday morning, Stader sought admission to West 10th Street Veterans Administration Medical Center in Indianapolis.

Dr. Randall C. Jordan, the staff psychiatrist who evaluated Stader said the veteran was not hospitalized because "he wasn't in my judgment a candidate for inpatient treatment."

Jordan declined further comment, saying that would violate doctor-patient confidentiality.

But Terry M. Faugher, president of the Vietnam Veterans of Delaware County, said Stader was "demerit treated I feel unfairly."

Faugher, who had advised Stade to seek hospitalization in Indianapolis, said "All the VA hospital told him was that he was just feeling sorry for himself and that there was nothing they could do for him."

Faugher said Stader needs intensive hospital treatment.

"He is a strait, he needs help," Faugher said. "It's saying, 'I know there's something wrong with me, but I can't get the kind of help he needs.'"

Jordan denied the hospital refused to help Stader, saying he offered outpatient treatment, which is the normal procedure in such cases.

He also denied Faugher's claim that he told the troubled veteran he was just feeling sorry for himself.

Soprano performs in Library Auditorium

Soprano Michelle Harman-Galick of the Lyric Opera Center for American Artists in Chicago will sing ats ffl several Asian operas in a performance tonight at 8:15 p.m. in the Memorial Library Auditorium.

The performance, free to the public, is part of the dedication of the Pasquerilla dormitories.

Lee Schrenken, director of the Lyric Opera Center for American Artists and an opera conductor, is her accompanist.

Simon sings "Symphony to perform Sunday"

In honor of the 25th anniversary of Saint Mary's College's O'Laughlin Auditorium, a special performance of the South Bend Symphony will be presented Sunday at 3 p.m. in O'Laughlin. Joanne Simon, mezzo-soprano, will be guest artist.

Miss Simon, a distinguished grand opera singer, is a member of the New York City Opera and the sister of popular singer Carly Simon. She has appeared in Europe, Israel and the United States, and is currently repeating her successful Gulietta in "The Tales of Hoffman."

A frequently heard soloist with major orchestras, Miss Simon has appeared with the Philadelphia Orchestra, Maestro Ormandy conducting, the Minnesota Orchestra, Maestro Smetana conducting, the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Maestro Mehta conducting, and with James Levine and Carlo Maria Giulini conducting the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. She also has appeared with the Berlin Philharmonic and the Vienna Philharmonic.

As a noted Bach specialist, Miss Helen Hayes opens lecture series today

Miss Helen Hayes inaugurates a series of campus visits during 1981-82 by women of recognized achievement.

The series, which celebrates the tenth year of coordination at the University, will be kicked off by Miss Hayes speech, "The Way I See It," today at three o'clock in the Center for Continuing Education. To accommodate the capacity crowd expected to hear Miss Hayes, closed circuit television will be provided in the C.C.E. foyer. A question and answer session will follow the speech.

The Distinguished American Women Series Speaker Lectures will continue throughout the academic year, with a different speaker each month. Among the women confirmed for the series to date, are Jane Cabell Pfeiffer, Marta Wharton, June Wilcowski and Helen Flaherty.

The series has been largely coordinated by Sr. John Miriam Jones, Assistant Provost and head of the Advisory Council of Women Students.

This year, forget the homeward-bound hassle... and hustle down to Hertz. We'll put you on the road in style at a rate that's hard to beat. Just $159 for ten full days with unlimited mileage for a manual transmission subcompact car! If you are 18 or older, and have a driver's license, it's all you need. Tell us what size car you want, and we'll have it ready for you starting November 20. So call now for reservations and let Hertz make Thanksgiving a happier holiday.

Hertz rents Fords and other fine cars

SUNDAY MASSES AT SACRED HEART
Masses are for Sunday, Nov. 15

9:00 AM Sunday Rev. Joseph Griffin, C.S.C.
11:00 AM Sunday Rev. William O'Brien, C.S.C.
5:15 PM Saturday Rev. Robert Griffin, C.S.C.
10:00 AM Sunday Rev. Thomas O'Meara, O.F.s.
(Rev. Daniel Berigan, S.D., homilist)
7:15 PM Vesper Rev. Thomas O'Meara, O.F.s.

Enjoy a Hertz
FOR THANKSGIVING

10 DAYS
ONLY
UNLIMITED MILEAGE
For reservations, call:
219/234-3712

1 For Everyone.
Hertz rents Fords and other fine cars.

Larger cars available at higher rates.

This year, forget the homeward-bound hassle... and hustle down to Hertz. We'll put you on the road in style at a rate that's hard to beat. Just $159 for ten full days with unlimited mileage for a manual transmission subcompact car! If you are 18 or older, and have a driver's license, it's all you need. Tell us what size car you want, and we'll have it ready for you starting November 20. So call now for reservations and let Hertz make Thanksgiving a happier holiday.

As a noted Bach specialist, Miss Simon has appeared at virtually every major Bach festival in this country, including Winter Park, Camel and Brevail.

The South Bend Symphony will be conducted by Mr. Herbert Butler. Among the selections that will be performed by the Symphony and Miss Simon are "Semiramide Overture" by Rossini, "Song of Songs" by Lukas Foss, and Shumann's "Symphony No. 3 in E flat Major.""Opus 97."

Tickets for the performance are $5 for general admission and no charge for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students, although there is reserved seating. For tickets, call 284-473. Tickets can be picked up at 230 Moreau Hall.

Miss Simon has appeared with the Philadelphia Orchestra, Maestro Ormandy conducting, the Minnesota Orchestra, Maestro Smetana conducting, the Los Angeles Philharmonic, Maestro Mehta conducting, and with James Levine and Carlo Maria Giulini conducting the Chicago Symphony Orchestra. She also has appeared with the Berlin Philharmonic and the Vienna Philharmonic.

As a noted Bach specialist, Miss Simon has appeared at virtually every major Bach festival in this country, including Winter Park, Camel and Brevail.

The South Bend Symphony will be conducted by Mr. Herbert Butler. Among the selections that will be performed by the Symphony and Miss Simon are "Semiramide Overture" by Rossini, "Song of Songs" by Lukas Foss, and Shumann's "Symphony No. 3 in E flat Major.""Opus 97."

Tickets for the performance are $5 for general admission and no charge for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students, although there is reserved seating. For tickets, call 284-473. Tickets can be picked up at 230 Moreau Hall.

Miss Helen Hayes opens lecture series today

Miss Helen Hayes inaugurates a series of campus visits during 1981-82 by women of recognized achievement.

The series, which celebrates the tenth year of coordination at the University, will be kicked off by Miss Hayes speech, "The Way I See It," today at three o'clock in the Center for Continuing Education. To accommodate the capacity crowd expected to hear Miss Hayes, closed circuit television will be provided in the C.C.E. foyer. A question and answer session will follow the speech.

The Distinguished American Women Series Speaker Lectures will continue throughout the academic year, with a different speaker each month. Among the women confirmed for the series to date, are Jane Cabell Pfeiffer, Marta Wharton, June Wilcowski and Helen Flaherty.

The series has been largely coordinated by Sr. John Miriam Jones, Assistant Provost and head of the Advisory Council of Women Students.

This year, forget the homeward-bound hassle... and hustle down to Hertz. We'll put you on the road in style at a rate that's hard to beat. Just $159 for ten full days with unlimited mileage for a manual transmission subcompact car! If you are 18 or older, and have a driver's license, it's all you need. Tell us what size car you want, and we'll have it ready for you starting November 20. So call now for reservations and let Hertz make Thanksgiving a happier holiday.

As a noted Bach specialist, Miss Simon has appeared at virtually every major Bach festival in this country, including Winter Park, Camel and Brevail.

The South Bend Symphony will be conducted by Mr. Herbert Butler. Among the selections that will be performed by the Symphony and Miss Simon are "Semiramide Overture" by Rossini, "Song of Songs" by Lukas Foss, and Shumann's "Symphony No. 3 in E flat Major.""Opus 97."

Tickets for the performance are $5 for general admission and no charge for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students, although there is reserved seating. For tickets, call 284-473. Tickets can be picked up at 230 Moreau Hall.

Miss Simon has appeared at virtually every major Bach festival in this country, including Winter Park, Camel and Brevail.

The South Bend Symphony will be conducted by Mr. Herbert Butler. Among the selections that will be performed by the Symphony and Miss Simon are "Semiramide Overture" by Rossini, "Song of Songs" by Lukas Foss, and Shumann's "Symphony No. 3 in E flat Major.""Opus 97."

Tickets for the performance are $5 for general admission and no charge for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students, although there is reserved seating. For tickets, call 284-473. Tickets can be picked up at 230 Moreau Hall.

Miss Simon has appeared at virtually every major Bach festival in this country, including Winter Park, Camel and Brevail.

The South Bend Symphony will be conducted by Mr. Herbert Butler. Among the selections that will be performed by the Symphony and Miss Simon are "Semiramide Overture" by Rossini, "Song of Songs" by Lukas Foss, and Shumann's "Symphony No. 3 in E flat Major.""Opus 97."

Tickets for the performance are $5 for general admission and no charge for Notre Dame and Saint Mary's students, although there is reserved seating. For tickets, call 284-473. Tickets can be picked up at 230 Moreau Hall.
New offer

WASHINGTON (AP) — Republicans on the Senate Budget Committee moved to the brink of open revolt against President Reagan’s budget plan yesterday, criticizing his call to wait until next year before considering tax increases or cuts in benefit programs.

But as the panel opened debate on a funding spending plan for 1982, Republican and Democrat sources cautioned that there was no clear majority either for Reagan’s position or an alternative designed to balance the budget in 1984.

Seven of the committee’s 12 Republicans maintained their preference for the alternative, developed by committee chairman Sen. Pete V. Domenici. It calls for $148 billion in higher taxes, $40 bil­lion in cuts in programs such as food stamps and Medicaid and doubling the $13 billion Reagan wants trimmed from the defense buildup.

“I think we should move ahead with it collectively whichever else is Washington, D.C., is for or against it,” said Sen. Steven Symms, R-Idaho. “The flag of leadership is passing from the White House to this com­mittee,” said Sen. Slade Gorton, R-Wash.

Democrats also used the committee session to criticize the president.

“The notion that this can be put off until after the holidays I think is an insult to the nation,” Sen. Donald Riegle of Michigan said in a table-flipping speech.

“It’s an insult to this committee, and I might say it’s an insult to you as a chairman,” he said to Domenici.

In addition to Gorton and Symms, Republican Sens. William Armstrong of Colorado, Mark Andrews of North Dakota, Charles Grassley of Iowa, Robert Kaun of Wisconsin and Rudy Boschwitz of Minnesota expressed a clear preference for the budget-balancing proposal to the president’s approach.

Sen. Dan Quayle of Indiana said he would support Reagan.

\[\text{The author of the Balanced budget proposal, Domenici, was more guarded.}\\
\text{“I strongly support what I’ve indi­}\text{cated. I feel it is the right thing to do,” he said after a workshop com­}\text{mittee session. “But how can you do it over the president’s objections with the Democratic-controlled House considered almost certain to reject the plan?” he said.}\\
\text{Domenici ordered aides to dis­}\text{tribute copies of the plan to commit­}\text{tee members, but he did not formally propose its adoption.}\\
\text{Subsequently, House Speaker Thomas P. O’Neill ordered the Budget Committee was scheduled to begin work on its own budget plan.}\\
\text{And the Appropriations Com­}\text{mittee gave voice-vote approval to an omnibus spending bill designed to keep the government functioning through the end of the fiscal year.}\\
\text{The bill would take effect on Nov. 20 when an existing stopping payment expires.}\\
\]

Suggests rehiring

WASHINGTON (AP) — Gerald R. Ford, who pardoned President Nixon and granted amnesty to Vietnam-era military deserters, said Thursday that some of the string of strip air traffic controllers.

The former president said that all the controllers who went on strike in August. He has been consistent that the administration will not relent and allow the controllers to return to work.

Ford, who said he speaks fre­quently with Reagan, said he has not suggested to the president that he rehire the controllers.

The former president said that al­though all of the controllers who went on strike broke the law, it is possible to differentiate among the ones who were less involved in the strike.

The ones who had stimulated turmoils, who had violated the law, who had created internal problems, I think they would be far, far less deserving of attention than the others,” he said.

The controllers, he said, were misled by the leadership of their union, the Professional Air Traffic Controllers Organization.

Ford was in town to speak as part of a Forum for Famous Americans, sponsored by Indianapolis radio sta­tion WIFE. A crowd of 700 people turned out to hear his assessment of the economy.

Ford pointed to the recent decline in inflation and the prime in­terest rate and predicted that by the spring of 1982 “the American economy will be on the right path to stability, strength and prosperity.”

He chided business for being “more slow in responding to the tax reductions that the president approved and Congress endorsed.”

Fear of continuing inflation, he said, is probably the cause for reluc­tance in American business to move forward with new investment. But with the apparent curbs on inflation “I would hope that American busi­ness would take advantage of the tax cuts.”

Reagan’s economic recovery program could not have overnight success, Ford said, because “I shocked a terrible economists’”
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Tonight is the beginning of a spe­cial weekend in the life of Saint Mary’s, “Junior Mom’s Weekend.” This "weekend" was arranged as a time when the junior and senior mothers could spend a few days together at school.

Chairperson Mary Kamiński estimates that 300 women will at­tend the “weekend.” Ms. Kamiński and others have arranged activities from tonight’s get-together to a mass on Sunday in the Church of Loreto. Refreshments for the juniors and their mothers will be at LeMans Stagleton Lounge tonight to open the weekend.

Saturday morning, a brunch for the participants will be held at 10 a.m. in the Century Center in downtown South Bend. The brunch will feature a fashion show by Hud­son’s department store.

Saturday afternoon there will be a tea and a recipe exchange in Holy Cross Hall and the movie “The Bells of Saint Mary’s” will be shown in LeMans at 10 p.m.

Junior class president Carole Dziminski and vice president E. Bunker, along with Anne Clark, Patty Zuckarta, Joni Foley, Joan Shar and Patty Antoon helped Ms. Kamiński plan the weekend.

Ms. Kamiński explained that this weekend will be a big event for the juniors at Saint Mary’s, “Junior Mom’s Weekend” will end Sunday with a mass in the Church of Loreto, with a reception to follow.
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Coal lobby proposes pipeline

BLACKSBURG, Va. (AP) — Coal slurry pipelines would be the only way to create competition in the coal transportation business if balking rates are deregulated, Carl E. Bagge, president of the National Coal Association, said yesterday.

Ever since the railroad industry was partially deregulated last year, the railroad lobby has been eroding the restrictions that would keep rail rates from soaring, Bagge told the Virginia Coal Council at Virginia Tech.

With the Reagan Administration talking about boosting user fees on the inland waterways, barge traffic will offer less competition to the railroads, Bagge said the only alternative left is coal slurry pipelines. Already the railroads have won an important reinterpretation of regulations that would include far fewer coal producers under the categories of “captive shipper,” Bagge said.

Captive shippers are coal producers served by only one railroad and with no alternative means of transportation. The deregulation legislation provided protection for these shippers by requiring government review for rate increases in certain cases.

Now, the Norfolk and Western Railway and the Chesapeake and Ohio System, the nation’s two largest coal-exporting railroads, are seeking rate freedom for coal exports as well. The competitive nature of the international coal market will assure that railroads will not abuse the freedom, the railroads here argued.

Bagge said the coal industry supported partial railroad deregulation last year in order to improve the financial strength of the railroad industry. But now the railroads have sought to win major new concessions at the expense of the coal industry, he said.

“the only way we can deal with this is with slurry pipelines. Only pipelines can restrain the instinct of the railroads to boost their monopoly rates to levels as high as the market will bear,” he said.

Polish students boycott classes over regional strike

WARSAW, Poland (AP) — More than 100,000 Polish university students boycotted classes yesterday, but a major regional strike by 150,000 workers in Zielona Gora province ended. The independent union Solidarity said it would start negotiations with the government next week on the Polish crisis.

In another development, representatives of 2,500 striking coal miners went on Polish television Thursday to present their side of the chemical throwing incident that sparked their walkout.

More than 60 people were injured in the incident at a union rally in Bydgoszcz, southern Poland. The miners, who claim anti-union provocateurs were to blame, demanded television time to air their side of the dispute as a condition for ending the 16-day-old strike.

About 60 percent of the country’s 91 institutions of higher learning were affected by the student call for sympathy action for students at a small engineering school in Radom, organizers of the student protest said. Students there were in the 18th day of a sit-in over a disputed election of a school rector.

The student protests were the largest campus strike since a 28-day protest last winter over academic reforms. That strike led to registration of the student association.

Although new strikes by bus drivers and newspaper vendors started Thursday. 150,000 striking workers in Zielona Gora said they had heeded an appeal from Solidarity to end a regional walkout that started Oct. 22.

Solidarity leaders in Zielona Gora said the strikers agreed to return to work today after receiving assurances that the union would press their demands for replacement of three state farm managers.

Poland’s strikes have persisted despite Solidarity’s leadership call that they stop while government union talks are on.

Solidarity leader Lech Walesa appealed to union members for moderation in a speech yesterday in Wroclaw, southern Poland, according to the official news agency PAP.
**Editorials**

**Hesburgh extension stopgap measure**

A few weeks ago, an apparently weary Fr. Theodore Hesburgh announced that he would retire. The news has been an emotional blow to many people on campus. The announcement has been met with an outpouring of grief, love, and appreciation for his decades of service. Fr. Hesburgh has always been a beloved figure on campus, known for his dedication to Notre Dame and his commitment to the university's values.

The announcement also marks the end of an era for Notre Dame. Fr. Hesburgh has been a symbol of stability and leadership for the university, and his departure will undoubtedly leave a void that will be difficult to fill. However, the university has already begun the process of selecting a new president, and there is great hope that this transition will be smooth and successful.

The announcement has also sparked discussions about the future of Notre Dame. With Fr. Hesburgh's departure, there will be new challenges to face, such as identifying a successor who can carry on his legacy and lead the university into the future. However, there is also an opportunity to consider what kind of leader is best suited to guide Notre Dame in the years to come.

The world of higher education is often characterized by stability and tradition, and Fr. Hesburgh's retirement is a reminder of how much has changed at Notre Dame over the past few decades. The university has grown and changed in many ways, and it will be interesting to see how it continues to evolve in the years to come.

**Opinion**

Why is the symbolic response of the fast an important gesture for World Hunger today? It obviously will not be a direct influence on the World Hunger crisis. But it may be a direct influence on us as we become quietly sensitive to the reality with which a billion people live. We will not be next to hear about the poor and suffer with them in solidarity and support. As students, we have little money to contribute to World Hunger, but it is not impossible to do something meaningful which takes no time — in fact it gives you time.

The time usually spent eating can be used for a fast. Those hungry in a slow and measured way, to take a quiet walk around campus, to reflect, or to pray. In our sheltered environment here at Notre Dame, we run between our endless obligations. Fasting is a way of doing without, of stopping, and beginning again.

The FAST FOR A WORLD HARVEST is an annual worldwide event that takes place exactly one week before Thanksgiving — this year Nov. 19. There will be opportunities for the FAST during all of the Nov. 15 Sunday Masses at Saint Mary's. Saint Mary's women are also encouraged to sign up through their RA's, who will be distribution centers. The FAST FOR A WORLD HARVEST can be especially significant because it is observed exactly one week before the day we give thanks for our abundant blessings. Our reaction to the characteristically overwhelming Thanksgiving Day meal should not be one of guilt, for our poorly not does distinctly diminish the portion of the poor, but we should experience true thankfulness and prayerful sensitivity.

Finally, as Christians, we can be inspired by the struggles of our brothers and sisters in other countries. The FAST FOR A WORLD HARVEST is a way for us to be mindful of the world's reality with which a billion people live. Fast for us. Let us pray.
**Reader disputes**

**Walton column**

**Dear Editor,**

As an occasional reader of Anthony Walton's columns in "Our Wednesday," I am often impressed by Walton's will to say what he believes, and I respect his viewpoint most of the time, even though I most never agree with him. However, I regard Walton's comments of November 4 ("The Real Reagan") as an absolutely convertible.

Granted, Mr. Walton, the "off the cuff" remark made by the President regarding limited nuclear war in Europe is a cause for some concern and should never have been made. You, however, in your violent reaction, have blown everything out of proportion by actually assuming that the President is now planning a nuclear war or that he is a utopian dreamer at a moment's notice. How utterly absurd!

In addition, your overt tendency to overreact has bled over to the President's economic proposals, which, as you claim, are in effect his destructive programs. I beg to differ, which, as you claim, are in effect his economic proposals, to overreact has bled over to the President's programs passed because they were wrong. But a year later, the "Sun Belt migration" has gone the way of countless other policies because the President moved to what are today's well-defined Suburbs. The promise of larger homes, better schools and safer neighborhoods seemed worth the move. Now another excuse is underway, which looks just as strong and publicized as the publicized urban renovation efforts. The alternatives to big money and pretty faces, we fear, are hard and few. Seniors, the most vocal critics. Yet they might earn our confidence with a greater emphasis on substance.

---

**Maxwell Glen and Coby Shearer**

**Here and Now**

Yet it still seems worth noting some of our conversations. We saw a Rubin's Cube, a Perkas 35mm camera, an Atari Antic computer game, a four-ounce Gladys Knight and the Patti LaBelle song "Music of the Sun," and two Nazi storm troopers.

**P.O. Box Q**

**Dear Editor,**

We have read and heard much in recent years about the poor relations that exist between the Northeast residents and Notre Dame students. I am happy to say that I feel this is one problem that it will on its way to being corrected.

The Notre Dame Senior Class is leading the leadership of its President, Thomas D. Lupo, demonstrated at their "Block Party" last Friday, that Notre Dame students can be good neighbors and that they are very concerned about the quality of life in the Northeast neighborhood.

Words cannot adequately express the gratitude I feel towards Thomas Lupo and the Senior Class, Off-Campus commissioner Kathy Jurado; Dean James Roeer; Professor Thomas D. Lupo, demonstrated at their "Block Party." It was good to see Seniors responding to block party.

**University could not have won Frese suit**

**Dear Editor,**

Professor Duffy is, of course, right in pointing out in his letter published on Thursday, Nov. 4 that the process by which Notre Dame won the Frese suit at the University on four separate occasions has never been subject to public or judicial scrutiny. On the other hand, it seems fair to say that the settlement of this case represents an informed judgment that those processes would not stand up well under such scrutiny. The lawyers who represented the university agreed to the settlement of the case between the youngest and the oldest. The University is justifiedly proud of this fine Senior Class.

**Roemer, community members respond to block party**

**Dear Editor,**

On behalf of the entire University community, we would like to thank the Senior Class for their part in the Northeast Neighborhood.

Over 100 neighborhood residents received written invitations from the Senior Class inviting them to the party. Many families attended. Those who did attend have passed the word to other neighbors that a good time was enjoyed by all.

It was refreshing to see little kids with balloons playing with Seniors and senior citizens chatting among themselves and with students. You Seniors insisted on preparing the food for your neighbors and it was delicious.

You have demonstrated to the neighbors your concern and affection for them. It was a beautiful celebration.

Sincerely,

James A. Roemer
Dean of Students

**Dear Editor,**

The Northeast Neighborhood council thanks the Senior Class for the invitation to the Block Party at the A.C.C. on Friday afternoon, November 6, 1981. It could not have succeeded without the support of several hundred people. If we mentioned names by letter, this letter would be beyond allowable length to print. The crowds were great! The clover; the balloons; floor-openers and game leaders had the children in ecstasy. It was good to see Seniors joining in the fun. The music was excellent. It was supplied by two soloists from N.D. and a guitar-banjo combo from the neighborhood.

The support of the Notre Dame Administration was essential. Several neighbors said it was the first time they had seen the inside of the building. They were pleased to meet and chat with Administration members.

Thanks, too, to the N.D. Security for staffing the First Aid stations; to the South Bend police for neighborhood coverage during and after the party; to the City of South Bend, both Executive and Legislative branches; to the tavern owners who closed from 6 to 9; to the forty telephone volunteers and the combined N.D.-Neighborhood crews who delivered 1,600 invitations door-to-door.

Most of all, we enjoyed meeting and talking with you as individuals. Thanks for inviting us, Senior Class! Northeast Neighborhood Council Officers, Board and Members

---

**To the Class of '82**

Thank you senior class for your fabulous "Block Party." It was obvious that a lot of time, and care, went into preparing and organizing such a monumental event. I hope that you enjoyed the experience and that you initiated a great new tradition of bringing the South Bend community and the Notre Dame students closer together.

Sincerely,

Lyn Leane
Neighborhood person

---

**The Observer**
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**BOSTON — When the results of the 1980 census started coming out last year, Americans learned that they were growing in an unexpectedly direction. It came as no surprise. But a year later, the "Sun Belt migration" has gone the way of countless other policies because the President moved to what are today's well-defined Suburbs. The promise of larger homes, better schools and safer neighborhoods seemed worth the move. Now another excuse is underway, which looks just as strong and publicized as the publicized urban renovation efforts. The alternatives to big money and pretty faces, we fear, are hard and few. Seniors, the most vocal critics. Yet they might earn our confidence with a greater emphasis on substance.**
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At first glance, cheerleading appears to be all fun and games on a Saturday afternoon, but under the shadow of the Golden Dome, the job involves much more.

Beginning with practices in February, total dedication is demanded of all squad hopefuls. Sweat and sore muscles are the only rewards at these early practices. The squad is chosen after a week of tryouts in late April.

For the chosen thirteen, the work is just beginning. The cheerleaders' first days are spent familiarizing oneself with one's partner, while the leprechauns mull about attempting to convince the female cheerleaders he is not a ne'er do well.

In no time at all, the first public appearance is made at the Blue-Gold game. Though this game is more of a photo session than a cheering task, one begins to realize the responsibilities of the position, a realization that intensifies as the season rolls by. In the midst of the tradition of Rockne, Leahy, and Parseghian, the lucky thirteen must add this fever, battle it, and spread it to all who come to share in the Notre Dame football mystique.

Football season merges into basketball season in late November, and the comical ACC becomes the stage. Fans appear to be practically on top of you. Friends who sit in row 58 at the stadium are now staring you in the face. What had been a once-a-week event separated by four or more practices becomes almost a daily ritual during basketball season. And the unpredictability and fast-paced nature of the game magnify the importance of consistent crowd participation as directed by the
Cheerleaders

Pep rallies, whether for football or basketball, are another important facet of Notre Dame cheerleading. Dodging countless rolls of Charmin, Scotti, and "dormitory strengths" toilet paper, the undeck thirteen feel more like soldiers in combat than instigators of opera. Standing behind their female counterparts, the male cheerleaders avoid the barrage of paper by using these unsuspecting ladies as shields. All in all, the excitement generated in these thirty minutes is well worth the wounds inflicted by overzealous well-wishers.

The cheerleaders and leprechauns also are ambassadors of goodwill for the university. Easily identifiable, they travel and are seen all over the country. Whether at home or on the road, they warmly greet, meet and entertain many alumni and, of course, alums. They are charged with upholding the image of Notre Dame and bringing the Notre Dame spirit home to many persons. This aspect of Notre Dame cheering is, the most treasured. To see the smile on the face of a handicapped child, or to receive a thank you note from an unfortunate neighbor, is reward enough for all the hardships associated with the job.

To be a part of these acts of grace is really what being a cheerleader is all about.

By PETE BOURJAILY
and DAVE RATHGEBER

Photos and Layout by John Macer
Spectral kind, a ghost inhabits the ball team and the ghost of Washington things, the Golden Dome, the hollowed hollows of Washington Hall. Noah asked me about this superstition. It seemed odd to him that an institution of such extraordinary learning could foster belief in superstitions. He didn't realize what he was actually saying.

With Friday the 13th fast approaching, I thought that the topic of superstition was a rather relevant one to discuss. So that we might both be confident in our perscriptions around as to how this 'loci in parents' person watches eight thousand-plus students and attempts to discipline them all. The football team seems to be a matter of superstition that some people (although, of course) would call prayer. The ghost of Washington Hall, though, is a different matter.

Usage of the term, 'superstition,' I asked Noah what exactly superstition means. Definitions are his field, you know.

'Superstition a belief or practice resulting from ignorance. People who have never seen a ghost or magic or chance. It seems to me that your ghost arises from ignorance of what is actually there or fear of discovering some other more scientific explanation of the evidence that you cite to support its existence.'

I seem to recall someone saying just the same thing about what is under the Golden Dome and what goes on with the football team. The superstition of the football team is actually confirmed in my mind by the University of Notre Dame's football program. A closer look at the 13th and the number of people who believe in superstitions will be discussed in a later article.

By Molly Noland

A clopping blend of bluegrass, jazz rock, and good time reggae music guaranteed to "ring the rafters" of Stepan Center with its hard-driving country rock sounds. The true identity of 'The Jam' needs little explanation for all the country music fans caught kick-dancing to Vassar Clement's flying fiddle at last year's event, but for everyone still puzzled over the numerous Jam posters plastered about campus, it is the upcoming Country Rock Jamboree set to feature such popular groups as 'The Ozark Mountain Daredevils,' Buck's Stove and Range Company,' and 'John Bayley.' But unlike the previous band format, the plan this year includes hiring fewer bands (only three), with bigger names and proven college appeal.

By Tari Brown

The 'Daredevils' making the trip down from the mountains for next week's jamboree include five of the original band members plus two others who usually play with the band live but not when recording. The seven members are Larry Lee (on drums, piano and guitar), Steve Canady (guitars and guitar), John Dillon (guitar), Randy Chewling (lead guitar), Steve Cash (harmonica, percussion, poet and singer), Michael "Supe" Grandy (bass), and Terry Wilson (guitar) and although the Ozark Mountain Daredevils have become more sophisticated in their techniques, they have retained their family spirit and promise not to disappoint old fans while doing their best to make new friends.

'Most of the numbers on their debut album contain a rhythmic, hard-driving rock beat as background for the complicated, lightning-fast banjo picking of Roger Banister. Banister is responsible for the progressive tenor or the band with his traditional bluegrass mixed with the pyrotechnical style of the future. Banister's sister, Denise, lends a right mellow touch with her lead vocal and inventive electric bass playing.'

Charlie Brown adds a juicy touch to the sound with his mandolin talents tempered by the influence of great mandolin masters including Jethro Burns, John Coltrane, McCoy Tyner, David Grisman and Stephanie Grappelli. Completing the quartet's make-up is Brad Hefron, who lends vocal, guitar, and most of the bands original material.

By John Bayley

The 'Daredevils' are a musician whose entire life, including his family spirit, has been described as a mix between the bluegrass sound which has been referred to as 'The Jam.'

"I was ten years ago, and since then Bayley has grown from an evangelistic folk musician to a popular national musical artist, adding pop, jazz, and rock to his repertoire.

A favorite on college campuses across the nation for his electrifying energy and pulsating rock style of the Caribbean, Bayley possesses one of those rare, charismatic stage personalities that captivates the audience and keeps them everything but "rooted to their seats." But what is so amazing about this complete captivating is that Bayley accomplishes it all by himself, aided only by a mandolin, a banjo, two guitars and all the Latin and African percussion instruments.

Features

Music Jamboree appeals to all tastes

A day or two ago, I was giving a tour of Notre Dame to an old friend of mine named Noah (Webster, not Drake!) We talked of many characteristically Irish things, the Golden Dome, the football team, and the ghost of Washington Hall. For all of those who have never had a third encounter of the spectral kind, a ghost inhabits the hallowed hollows of Washington Hall.

"Noah asked me about this superstition. It seemed odd to him that an usage of the term, 'superstition,' I asked Noah what exact meaning it is. Definitions are his field, you know.

"Superstition a belief or practice resulting from ignorance. People who have never seen a ghost or magic or chance. It seems to me that your ghost arises from ignorance of what is actually there or fear of discovering some other more scientific explanation of the evidence that you cite to support its existence."

I seem to recall someone saying just the same thing about what is under the Golden Dome and what goes on with the football team. The superstition of the football team is actually confirmed in my mind by the University of Notre Dame's football program. A closer look at the 13th and the number of people who believe in superstitions will be discussed in a later article.

By John Bayley

The Ozark Mountain Daredevils are one of the three, the Ozark Mountain Daredevils, will storm in from home town Springfield, Missouri to deliver their bluegrass sound which has been described as a mix between the hard-driving country-rock of the Outlaws, and the jazzy Pablo Cruise. And although they like to retain their image of a homemade, good-time country rock band, the Daredevils boast seven albums and a world-wide following.

"The true identity of 'The Jam' returns to Stepan Center and what goes on at the Golden Dome and what goes on with the football team. The superstition of the football team is actually confirmed in my mind by the University of Notre Dame's football program. A closer look at the 13th and the number of people who believe in superstitions will be discussed in a later article.
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Buck Stove and Range Co.

Termed a progressive bluegrass group, Buck's Stove and Range Company combines the traditional bluegrass sounds with a progressive, forward reaching classical style.
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Campus stereotypes cause awkwardness

Here at Notre Dame, we are shielded from a lot of the hard, cold realities of the everyday world. One thing Our Mother can’t hide from us, is ourselves, and we must constantly confront human nature and all its tragedies. Stupid color, stupid judgments and stereotyping have been, and will be, an integral part of our life at Notre Dame.

Notre Dame is an especially fertile ground for this most common of human vices. Whenever a group of people of different interests and backgrounds assemble in an environment of division for fifteen minutes, and then parting themselves on the back for being deep. And they usually blame themselves and all the ridiculous letters in the Observer protesting the exploitation of dining hall workers. They are also filmed for a good portion of the interior of the building.

Engineers — a very interesting case. The common conception of the engineer is a loose, a really hard group of people. He talks to his calculator and would rather stay on in weekends and write programs. Boy, have they got an fooled. Most of them sit around and laugh, and the students who laugh in their sleeves the whole time at everyone else because they know no matter what they did, they are not going to receive that astronomical sum of money for doing next to nothing.

S.M.C. sticks — bedecked in their colorful native garb, these are the fierce of predictability of Barrack graduates. They stop at nothing to successfully enchant an unsuspecting senior with a half-way marketable degree. That favorite prey is usually either present students, engineers, although they will also accept a law school, bound business major.

N.D. girls — depending on when I wrote, I could conceivably generate enough irate mail to last the rest of the year, so I guess I’ll have to go with this one alone.

Now that I’ve succeeded in alienating almost everyone on campus, I guess it is time to quit.”

By Tim Neely

H ere we go again…another quiz to baffle and amuse you. But first, last week’s answers:

1. Meet the Beatles? “2. Some Days Are Diamonds” (20 weeks); 3. Creedence Clearwater Revival; 4. “You Light Up My Life” by Debby Boone (1977); 5. “Second step, tell her she’s the one you’re dreaming of.”

6. “I’m not sure what you mean.”

7. 8. “Yes, but you turn me on.”

9. Which of the many remakes they recorded sounds almost exact?


Humor
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**Sports Briefs**
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**FOOTBALL**

**NATIONAL LEAGUE FOOTBALL**

**Sunday's Games**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NFL Team 1</th>
<th>vs.</th>
<th>NFL Team 2</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buffalo at St. Louis</td>
<td>6-23</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chicago at Detroit</td>
<td>34-26</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Orleans at New York</td>
<td>34-14</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles at Cincinnati</td>
<td>24-17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York at New England</td>
<td>28-19</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pittsburgh at Miami</td>
<td>32-28</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dallas at St. Louis</td>
<td>27-20</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Washington at New York Giants</td>
<td>14-10</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Monday's Game**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Team 1</th>
<th>vs.</th>
<th>Team 2</th>
<th>Result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Green Bay at New Orleans</td>
<td>23-17</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The Observer will accept classifieds Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday, Saturday, 9 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. However, classifieds to appear in the next issue must be received by 5 p.m. Monday. The Observer reserves the right to reject any classified ad for any reason.

**BASKETBALL**

**Ohio State vs. N.C. State**

Friday, November 13 at 7:15 PM in Annenberg Auditorium.

The Observer

**Sports Briefs**

Stanford Hall won the interhall soccer championship last night by defeating Zahm Hall, 2-1, on Carter Field. The teams exchanged penalty kicks in the first half, and the score remained tied 1-1 throughout the second half and five-minute overtime periods. In the tie-breaking shootout that followed, Mike Flynn tallied the game winner at Stanford, scored 6:5, and the title. — The Observer

Bengal boxers will hold a mandatory meeting sunday for all boxers interested in participating in this year's program. The meeting will be held at the Lafayette Ballroom at 7:15 p.m. The Observer

Women's interhall football reaches the semifinal round this weekend. Brees Phillips, who was the only team to make in the regular season undefeated (8-0), squared off with Pasquerella East (5-3) Sunday at 6:30 p.m. Brees Phillips last three games just to make the playoffs. This game will be followed at 7:30 p.m. by Pasquerella East (5-3) against Family (2-4). The winners will be played under the lights on Carter Field. — The Observer

Men's interhall football also reaches the semifinals this weekend with Holy Cross taking on the top-ranked Big Red of Dillon at 1 p.m. on Carter. That game will be followed at 2:15 p.m. by Old Campus vs. second-ranked Gracie. — The Observer

**Big boat sailors with racing experience on medium to large size boats are needed for the Notre Dame Sailing Club. Call Phil Reymond at 233-3411 for more details.** — The Observer

See MORE BRIEFS, page 17
Irish play tourney matches at Valpo

By JANE HEALEY
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's volleyball team will be at Valparaiso University this weekend participating in the Indiana state volleyball tournament. Notre Dame is one of ten teams included in the Indiana Association for Intercollegiate Athletics for Women (IAIAW).

The association is divided into three divisions all holding its tournaments today and Saturday. Division Two schools, including Notre Dame, meet in Valparaiso while the other two divisions find themselves elsewhere in the state.

The Irish begin play in the double elimination tournament at 1 p.m. today. The opponent will be the winner of the St. Francis of Fort Wayne and Indiana State at Evansville match. If the Irish continue to win, they will play in the championships Saturday at 5 p.m.

Notre Dame has set three goals at the start of the weekend. It wants to be able to pass at a 70 percent accuracy level. The Irish also wish to serve with a 100 percent accuracy. The last goal is to place in the top five teams.

Van Slager, a setter with a setting position to the front row, has noticed a lot of effort being demonstrated. I really think the girls want (to win) this tournament.

That hard work was evident all during practice this past week. Preparing for this tournament, and with the goals in sight, Van Slager has drilled the team at least an hour each day. She has also had intra-squad scrimmages to quicken the teams reactions to the ball. "Our practices have been very solid and consistent," Van Slager observes. "I noticed a lot of effort being demonstrated. I really think the girls want (to win) this tournament."

The Irish will be using a new lineup this weekend. The recent addition of Dages, who is coming off an injury, has bumped Josie Materowski from a setting position to that of a back row player. Materowski will be joined by junior Jackie Pagley in the defensive responsibilities. Dages and sophomore Maureen Monte will be setting the ball to freshmen Robin Israel and Mary Jo Henlil in the front row.

Notre Dame ended the regular season with a 17-22 record. The team has showed great improvement over the previous year when its record was 5-19. Coach Van Slager thinks the difference is the increase in physical strength which has produced more powerful spikes and serves. Another major improvement this past year has been the higher level of play. "When you have a higher level of skill — I mean six players with above average abilities — teamwork is going to just flow," says co-captain Pagley. "Teamwork is what wins games."

The Irish hope to use this teamwork and their other improvements to win the Indiana State volleyball tournament. From there they hope to go on to regionals in Illinois and then, eventually to the finals in Colorado over Christmas.

Spike!

By MARY SIEGER
Sports Writer

This weekend, the Saint Mary's volleyball team travels to Marion College to participate in the Division III state volleyball tournament. Despite their 12-13 record the Belles are optimistic about their participation in the tournament. The Belles are involved in an eight-team, double elimination tournament. In their first round, the team will play Earlham College. Coach Erin Murphy believes that it is hard to predict how her team will do against Earlham since, "We've never had the opportunity to play Earlham nor have we ever seen them play."

One of the most outstanding highlights of the season was that Mary Beth Holstein was named to the All-State volleyball team. She is one of only six players in the state who was given this honor.

Other highlights included the Belles taking second place in their post-season tournament earlier this season. Another highlight was according to Murphy, "Being victorious in our rivalry against Notre Dame."

The team's 12-13 record does not reflect the potential of this year's team. "Although last year's team was 15-1 going into the tournament," cited Murphy, "this year's the strongest team we've had."

Continued Murphy and assistant coach Dan Hodest on believes that the team has the potential to do very well in this tournament. Murphy believes that the success of the team this weekend will rely upon its attitude. "If we can think competitively and positively and be mentally tough, then there should be no stopping us," says Murphy.

The coaches and the players are looking forward to the tournament because it is the highlight of the season. The team has worked very hard for this tournament. "We are looking forward to showing everyone how good we really are," comments Murphy.

Valparaiso Notre Dame Division II

Division III tourney includes St. Mary's

The Notre Dame volleyball team will be in action beginning today in the IAIAW Division III state championship tournament. (photo by Cheryl Er tele)

The Belles taking second place in their post-season tournament earlier this season. Another highlight was according to Murphy, "Being victorious in our rivalry against Notre Dame."

The team's 12-13 record does not reflect the potential of this year's team. "Although last year's team was 15-1 going into the tournament," cited Murphy, "this year's the strongest team we've had."

Both Murphy and assistant coach Dan Hodest on believes that the team has the potential to do very well in this tournament. Murphy believes that the success of the team this weekend will rely upon its attitude. "If we can think competitively and positively and be mentally tough, then there should be no stopping us," says Murphy.

The coaches and the players are looking forward to the tournament because it is the highlight of the season. The team has worked very hard for this tournament. "We are looking forward to showing everyone how good we really are," comments Murphy.
The Observer — Sports
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... Air Force

viruses that hospitalized him earlier this week. Kiel practiced yesterday (in South Bend) for the first time this week. Offensive coordinator Tom Lichtenberg told The Observer last night that Kiel looked good yesterday, "Bill will start Saturday," Lichtenberg confirmed. "How long he plays depends on his strength and how well he holds up."

Meanwhile, Hatfield is saying a lot of the same things about his team that Faust has said of the Irish. "We've a tremendously improved ball club the past few weeks. We've had a lot of injury problems and position switches that have held us back, and on defense people moved the ball on us early in the season. But we're playing tougher now. We haven't had a touchdown scored on us in seven quarters.

Like Notre Dame, the Falcons have utilized several different starters at quarterback. They tried sophomore Jim Miller, a solid passer, and then senior Ed Antoine, a scrambler, but neither proved successful. Sophomore Marty Louthan has helped Air Force out lately. He played some quarterback last year and was moved to receiver in the spring, but he was switched back under center in mid-season.

Louthan saw his first game action this year in the team's win over Oregon, and Air Force is 2-0 with him at the helm. Louthan poses the dual threat to the defense because he can both throw and run very well. Air Force's backfield troubles go beyond the quarterback spot, though. They lost sophomore fullback Ted Sundique, the incumbent after an outstanding rookie campaign; and veteran tailback senior George James to injuries at the beginning of the season. Both were thought to be out for the year, however, athletic sources indicated yesterday the possibility that one or both will play on Saturday for the Falcons' final home game.

Preparations for Notre Dame have been tough. Hatfield can't pass to one specific thing that concerns him most. "They're another typically all-around talented Notre Dame team," Hatfield says. "Some inconsistencies on defense hurt them early because everybody they played was good, but they seemed to have gelled, and the defense has played solidly all year. They kept Notre Dame in every ballgame. They've just played one of the toughest schedules they've ever had."

And unlike some of Notre Dame's "lesser" opponents, Air Force is happy to be of the Irish schedule. "I enjoy the series with Notre Dame," admits Hatfield. "I think it's good for our program. We recruit nationwide and it gives us great exposure to play a national team like Notre Dame." "We can't play top teams week in and work out," he continued, "because we don't get those kind of athletes — we don't have pro football stars unning down the line. But once in a while, it's a good experience for the kids to go up against that kind of competition."

Air Force gave Notre Dame plenty of competition in their last meeting, but Hatfield feels there's no guarantee of a repeat performance this time around. "For some reason, Notre Dame didn't play well then — they just weren't as sharp and we were able to stay with them."

But that was last year's game and last year's team. It's a really different team this year. They've lost a lot and they know they're not going to win a national championship, but they're playing with a different kind of intensity and different goals."

IRISH ITEMS: After an early morning workout in the stadium, the Irish will catch a flight this afternoon for Colorado Springs. The game will be a homecoming of sorts for Notre Dame offensive line coach Tom Barch, who was an assistant at Air Force from 1978-80. Also, the contest will mark the return home for several Irish gridironers who hail from Colorado, including John Patrinxick, Steve Keane, Mike Gann, Kevin Sherr- man, Steve Hillburgh and Joe Vartel-ko. Kickoff is slated for 1 p.m. MST, which is 3 p.m. in South Bend.

For the second year in a row, Oakland's skipper Billy Martin has been named the American League Manager of the Year by The Associated Press. The controversial Martin led Oakland to the Western Division title by beating Kansas City before bowing to the Yankees in the league championship series. (AP Photo)
Hoops

continued from page 20

in the backcourt. A contrast in styles. Daff is a playmaker with exceptional quickness, while Rowas shooting ability and 6-5 frame make him a threat from outside.

The game also marks the debut for two assistant coaches, Jim Baron and John Shumate. Baron comes to Notre Dame from St. Bonaventure's, while Shumate returns to his alma mater after an eight-year stint in the NBA.

Marathon Oil is sponsoring the games, which get underway with the women at 7 p.m. and continue with the men's team at 8:30 p.m. The company will present free photos of Phelps' team to everyone who attends.

Tickets are available at Gate 10 of the ACC, and at all Marathon Oil dealers.

Backs

continued from page 20

day for Carter.

"I felt good last week against Alabama," Carter said at the time. "But today I felt great. There was a little letdown after Alabama, but we couldn't look past Air Force. They were ready and played us tough."

More than likely, the Falcons will play the Irish tough again tomorrow, and James will play a major role. Already this season, he has gained 113 yards in a game. He did it on 28 carries against Boston College, and he's capable of doing it again at any time.

I really like to run with the football," he says. "I think that's what I do best."

But, like Carter, James is a pretty fair pass catcher as well.

"I like pass receiving because it lets me get my hands on the ball and then I can turn up field and run," he says, "which is just what I do. He's the Falcons' third-leading pass receiver, averaging 12.3 yards per catch. That's more than double Carter's 5.6 yards-per-catch average.

My personal goals this year were to finish the season with more yards rushing than I've had in a season, and to finish first in the WAC in kick-off return yardage," James says. Those goals were not at all out of the question. He has already broken his career mark for rushing in a season, and is within striking range of the WAC kick-returning lead.

At first glance, the two seem to be totally opposite. But Phil Carter and George James are remarkably similar in their value to his particular team. Indications are that they'll have to prove their worth again if their team is to succeed tomorrow.

The SMC Turkey Trot is scheduled for the Monday before Thanksgiving (Nov. 23) at 4 p.m. The three-mile run is open to everyone in the Saint Mary's community. First, second and third place prizes will be presented in each of these three categories: students, male staff/faculty, and female staff/faculty. Interested runners must register by bringing the $1 entry fee to the Angela Athletic Facility before next Friday (Nov. 20). For more information, contact Mr. Dillon at 4182 (SMC). — The Observer

All skiers going on the Winter Park, Colo, trip in January must have their money in by Tuesday. Money should be paid to Barry Tharp (1570), Sue Hull (1674) or Nancy Shilt (4990 SMC). — The Observer

In the Detroit Pistons' 130-99 victory over Cleveland last night, 75 of Detroit's points were tallied by players familiar to Indiana college basketball fans. Former Hoosiers' star John Thomas and Kent Benson tallied 31 and 23 points, respectively, and former Notre Dame star Kelly Tripucka added 21. Not to be outdone, former Irish standout Bill Laimbeer aided the Cavaliers' cause by scoring one point. — AP

Mary D. and Digger will unveil their 1981-82 basketball squads Sunday at the ACC in the annual intrasquad games. Fostamish's women will play at 7 p.m., and Phelps' men will play immediately following. Student tickets are 50 cents and others are $1 and available at the ACC's Gate 10 box office. Proceeds go to the Neighborhood Study Help Program and the Special Olympics. — The Observer
**Fighting Irish (4-3) vs. Falcons (4-3)**

**The Game**

GAME: Notre Dame (4-4) vs. Air Force (3-5)

SITE: Falcon Stadium (capacity 46,668)

TIME: 11:00 a.m. MDT.

Oct. 31, 1981

South Bend (Ind.)

**The Statistics**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TEAM NAME</th>
<th>Points</th>
<th>Rushing</th>
<th>Passing</th>
<th>Total Yards</th>
<th>Total First Downs</th>
<th>Time of Possession</th>
<th>Total Penalties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Notre Dame</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>425</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>31:59</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Force</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>288</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>28:01</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notre Dame Offense vs. Air Force Defense**

**Notre Dame Defense**

- **Tackles**
  - 5 Blair Kiel (29) (6)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (33)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (28)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (22)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (21)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (20)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (19)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (18)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (17)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (16)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (15)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (14)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (13)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (12)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (11)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (10)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (9)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (8)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (7)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (6)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (5)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (4)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (3)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (2)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (1)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (0)

**Air Force Offense**

- **Tackles**
  - 5 Blair Kiel (29) (6)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (33)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (28)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (22)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (21)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (20)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (19)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (18)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (17)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (16)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (15)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (14)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (13)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (12)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (11)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (10)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (9)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (8)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (7)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (6)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (5)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (4)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (3)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (2)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (1)
  - 4.6 Notre Dame (0)

**Observer Staffers, ‘Jimmy the Greek’ pick winners**

Each week the Observer sports staff makes its picks with Jimmy the Greek’s published line. Records listed are results against the spread. Home game are in **CAPITAL LETTERS**.

**MKE CLEMM**

- Michigan over Purdue by 12
- Creighton over Nebraska by 10
- Penn State over Minnesota by 9
- Georgia over Alabama by 3
- Pittsburgh over Army by 16
- Nebraska over Iowa State by 18
- Southern Cal over Washington by 10
- Illinois over Indiana by 13
- UCLA over Arizona by 34
- Oklahoma over Missouri by 7
- Miami (FLA) over Virginia Tech by 14

**CHRIS NEEDLES**

- Michigan over Purdue by 12
- Creighton over Nebraska by 10
- Penn State over Minnesota by 9
- Georgia over Alabama by 3
- Pittsburgh over Army by 16
- Nebraska over Iowa State by 18
- Southern Cal over Washington by 10
- Illinois over Indiana by 13
- UCLA over Arizona by 34
- Oklahoma over Missouri by 7
- Miami (FLA) over Virginia Tech by 14

**SKIP DESJARDIN**

- Michigan over Purdue by 12
- Creighton over Nebraska by 10
- Penn State over Minnesota by 9
- Georgia over Alabama by 3
- Pittsburgh over Army by 16
- Nebraska over Iowa State by 18
- Southern Cal over Washington by 10
- Illinois over Indiana by 13
- UCLA over Arizona by 34
- Oklahoma over Missouri by 7
- Miami (FLA) over Virginia Tech by 14

**BILL MARQUARD**

- Michigan over Purdue by 12
- Creighton over Nebraska by 10
- Penn State over Minnesota by 9
- Georgia over Alabama by 3
- Pittsburgh over Army by 16
- Nebraska over Iowa State by 18
- Southern Cal over Washington by 10
- Illinois over Indiana by 13
- UCLA over Arizona by 34
- Oklahoma over Missouri by 7
- Miami (FLA) over Virginia Tech by 14

**GARY GRASSEY**

- Michigan over Purdue by 12
- Creighton over Nebraska by 10
- Penn State over Minnesota by 9
- Georgia over Alabama by 3
- Pittsburgh over Army by 16
- Nebraska over Iowa State by 18
- Southern Cal over Washington by 10
- Illinois over Indiana by 13
- UCLA over Arizona by 34
- Oklahoma over Missouri by 7
- Miami (FLA) over Virginia Tech by 14

**KELLY SULLIVAN**

- Michigan over Purdue by 12
- Creighton over Nebraska by 10
- Penn State over Minnesota by 9
- Georgia over Alabama by 3
- Pittsburgh over Army by 16
- Nebraska over Iowa State by 18
- Southern Cal over Washington by 10
- Illinois over Indiana by 13
- UCLA over Arizona by 34
- Oklahoma over Missouri by 7

**MICHAEL ORTWIN**

- Michigan over Purdue by 12
- Creighton over Nebraska by 10
- Penn State over Minnesota by 9
- Georgia over Alabama by 3
- Pittsburgh over Army by 16
- Nebraska over Iowa State by 18
- Southern Cal over Washington by 10
- Illinois over Indiana by 13
- UCLA over Arizona by 34
- Oklahoma over Missouri by 7

**MARK HANKSULL**

- Michigan over Purdue by 12
- Creighton over Nebraska by 10
- Penn State over Minnesota by 9
- Georgia over Alabama by 3
- Pittsburgh over Army by 16
- Nebraska over Iowa State by 18
- Southern Cal over Washington by 10
- Illinois over Indiana by 13
- UCLA over Arizona by 34
- Oklahoma over Missouri by 7

**Sports Special — ND vs. Air Force**
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Irish hit the road, travel to Air Force

By KELLY SULLIVAN

Spartan Stadium, Saturday, Nov. 13, 1981 — 40,000 fans show up to cheer their beloved Spartans on to victory over the Irish. The stadium is packed to the brim, creating a lively atmosphere.

"They'll be huffing and puffing in the fourth quarter," says Coach Ron Mason about the Irish team. "We have to keep our momentum going after a sluggish start over here in Spartan Stadium." The Spartans come out strong, leading the game by the end of the first quarter.

The defense that stifled the Irish offense has given us trouble," says Coach Faust. "Their option has been more trouble with the ball in hand, but on the field, the acrobats face Spartans this weekend..."

On paper, the Notre Dame-Air Force game comes out a mismatch every time, but on the field, the Falcons have often given the Irish more trouble than Notre Dame has for..." (The text is cut off, but it seems to be discussing the previous week's game.)

The Irish have the opportunity to prove that they belong in the league's leadership race, so watch for a highly competitive series with some enthusiastic play from both teams...

IRISH ITEMS: Irish wing Kirt Bjork, wide receiver, is a key factor in tomorrow's game. Notre Dame's passing game has finally scored against a top-ranked team, but when you're tough on defense, you have to establish the running game. Air Force, on the other hand, has relied heavily on its running game after a loss to Eastern Michigan.

Despite their diverse back-grounds, the two runners will play key roles in tomorrow's game. Notre Dame's passing game has finally scored against a top-ranked team, but when you're tough on defense, you have to establish the running game as well.

Home and home

Icers face Spartans this weekend

By MICHAEL OLENIK

Lefty Smith and his crew will have their hands full on WCHA return this weekend when their Friday night stop in East Lansing and then come back to the AC's for a Saturday night match with the Spartans of Michigan State.

With a league record of 2-5-1, the Irish are still looking for their first NCAA appearances as the WCHA standings, while the 4-1-1 Spartans are a half-game behind conference leader Northern Michigan.

Benefitting from some sensational goaltending and the return of 19-lettermen, Michigan State has strolled through its first three CCHA series in sparkling fashion, making Smith's job, considering the Spartans' 10th place finish last year in the WCHA, even more difficult. But Smith, who is looking for that all-important momentum heading into this weekend, has several reasons to feel good about the team. Not only have they lost only a couple of games, but the Irish have been scoring goals at a high rate, averaging near 70 degrees during the season. But along with the temperature change, the Irish will have to adjust to some different Slimmys on-ice conditions as well. "They'll be huffing and puffing in the fourth quarter," says Coach Ron Mason about the Irish team.

"They've given us the big play," says Faust. "Notre Dame seldom manhandled. It's been known as a team that grinds out the defense, but we've proven the last two weeks that we can score from anywhere at any time."

Part of the progression can be credited to improved success at the faceoff circle. Mason recently awarded a pair of touchdowns from that position last week, the first set up by a pair of goalies..."

With the defense that we run, we're not too concerned about our territory," adds Faust. "Georgia Tech was more concerned with our tight end and our split end, and that allowed us to exploit the wingback real well."

Faust has taken advantage of quarterbacking and the return of 19 lettermen, and his name is mentioned frequently on the Special Olympics, and give the people from South Bend a chance to come out and see the game. It's a very informal evening," he continues. "You'll see players changing jerseys in the middle of the game and suddenly playing for the other team. But we always have a real good time, and it's for a great cause."

Faust says he has yet to make full lineup decisions for the game, but specialists can expect to see the lineup that has become more solidified. "We're trying to practice a good deal of the time. That lineup features John Paxson and Mike Mitchell as the guards, Tom Sluby and Billy Varner at the forward spots, and Barry Spencer at the wingback..."

The Irish have the opportunity to prove that they belong in the league's leadership race, so watch for a highly competitive series with some enthusiastic play from both teams...

IRISH ITEMS: Irish wing Kirt Bjork will return to action this weekend after sitting out last week's series at Western Michigan. Farcroft will be 50 at the ACC tomorrow night, so they have some refreshments early and come get a good seat.

Irish tailback Phil Carter (22), who leads the team in rushing with 480 yards, squares off against another talented back tomorrow: Force's George James has scored six touchdowns this season. (Photo by John Macar)